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ELEGANT 
No other product has more style.  
Give your home the distinctive beauty you have always dreamed of. All of our 

trendy European siding perfectly reproduces the look of natural stone and is 

synonymous with elegance and comfort. Available in four unique collections 

that blend perfectly with most current materials for a simply spectacular result!

EASY TO INSTALL 
Nothing installs easier or better. 

When it comes time to renovate, you will be amazed how easy it is to install 

Be.On Stone products. The stone siding panels are light and easy to handle. Just 

set them in place and screw them on. It’s that simple! In just a few hours, the 

architectural style of a room or even your whole house will have a fresh new look!

PERFECT ADDED VALUE 
Nothing offers greater value.  
The distinctive and warm appeal of natural stone is available for a fraction of 

the cost! No one will be able to tell the difference—you alone will know that the 

secret is Be.On Stone panelized stone siding.

HIGH-PERFORMANCE 
Be.On Stone, the ideal product! 

Durable and versatile, Be.On Stone panelized stone siding products are designed 

for both interior and exterior applications, thanks to their integrated drainage 

system. No particular structure is required: the siding you choose can be installed 

directly onto a standard framed wall and works with any type of building. 

THINKING OF RENOVATING OR BUILDING? 
BE.ON STONE IS THE PERFECT CHOICE FOR ANY PROJECT.

Classic Collection – Basalto

THE CONTEMPORARY WAY 
TO THINK ABOUT STONE

Be.On Stone panelized stone siding is remarkably durable. For this reason, the structural integrity of the 
concrete and the performance of Be.On Stone architectural panels are guaranteed for 50 years from the date 
of purchase when installed in accordance with applicable codes and procedures on a structure that meets 
local building codes.

50-YEAR WARRANTY

100% 
RENOVATION
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Classic Collection – Tero 

Discover Be.On Stone, panelized stone siding, a world of distinctive products that 
allow you to create or transform your living space in just a few hours. A new home or 
a renovation will be a complete success with the exceptional elegant appearance and 
class of natural-looking stone provided by Be.On Stone panelized stone siding.
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Make a difference for 
your home with a touch 
of stone!
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This innovative product’s unique design combines the refined appearance of stone with simple, efficient 
installation and unsurpassed performance. Stylish indoor and outdoor projects can be completed in a 
few short steps and offer the protection of an exclusive integrated drainage system. Be.On Stone brings a 
contemporary look to stone!

CANYON COLLECTION – CARBO

CANYON COLLECTION – TERO

INNOVATION

CANYON COLLECTION – RIALTO
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Evoking nature and the great outdoors, 
Canyon Collection’s shape and lines  
have the versatility to improve any look  
or architectural design. 

Canyon Collection – Carbo
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Classic Collection – Basalto

CLASSIC COLLECTION – OSLO

CLASSIC COLLECTION – CARBO

CLASSIC COLLECTION – GRAPHO

CLASSIC COLLECTION – TEROCLASSIC COLLECTION – PORTO

This timeless, classic style makes traditional 
beauty affordable. The Classic Collection is 
available in a range of natural colours offering 
countless possibilities for enhancing the 
appearance of your home. 
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CLASSIC COLLECTION – BASALTO
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ELEMENT COLLECTION – OXO

ELEMENT COLLECTION – CARBO

Perfect harmony is the result when architectural features offer a balanced blend of various textures, forms  
and colours. The product colours in this brochure are as true as photography and printing will allow. We 
strongly suggest, however, that you base your final choice of product colour on an actual sample rather than 
on the images in the brochure. Some pictures are simulated.

COLOURS

Inspired by the great cities of Europe, the 
Element Collection is a contemporary stone 
whose beautiful, pure lines blend structure 
and design.

ELEMENT COLLECTION – OVO
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Element Collection – OXO
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The Horizon Collection can be easily installed in modular or linear patterns 
to create the look you want.

HORIZON COLLECTION – BASALTO

HORIZON COLLECTION – CARBO

HORIZON COLLECTION – GRIO

LINEAR MODULAR
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Horizon Collection – Grio

Our Horizon Collection can create a statement 
on its own in a fluid stone system to fit today’s 
design trends. Available in three elemental 
colours, Horizon Collection brings elegance to 
any contemporary designed home and is easy 
to match with other siding.
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LIGHT FIXTURE STONE
9.5 in. x 7.5 in. x 2 in.  (24.1 cm x 19.1 cm x 5.08 cm)

RECEPTACLE STONE
8 in. x 6 in. x 2 in.  (20.32 cm x 15.24 cm x 5.08 cm)

SILL
32 in. x 4 in. x 3 in.  (81.28 cm x 10.16 cm x 7.62 cm)

WINDOW SILL
32 in. x 4 in. x 3 in.  (81.28 cm x 10.16 cm x 7.62 cm)

COLOURS
All accessories are available in four colours.

BLACK GREY BEIGE BROWN

ACCESSORIES
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A POSITIVE 
EXPERIENCE 
WITH AN 
OPTIMAL 
RESULT!

« We were looking to reproduce 
a natural stone effect. However, 
we were aware of the difficulty 
of finding specialised labour to 
carry out work involving natural 
stone. By choosing a product like 
Be.On Stone, we ensured that 
our contractor could carry out 
the work without the need for 
sub-contractors, thus limiting 
potential delays. »

« An optimal experience with an 
aesthetic and functional product that 
in the end gave us exactly the result 
we were looking for. »

THE CHALLENGE

THE RESULT
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1 2 3

The Be.On Stone panelized stone siding concept offers a truly unique 

design. A few simple tools are all you need to complete stylish and durable 

interior or exterior projects. With light, easy-to-use Be.On Stone panelized 

stone siding, installation has never been easier. Simply clip in place and 

fasten—that’s all it takes. No mortar, no glue, no mess. 

Start Clip Fasten

AN UNPRECEDENTED EASE  
OF INSTALLATION
No mortar, no glue, no mess.

Foundation

The D.RAIN system built into the back of every panel automatically 
aligns, blocks and anchors the panel and provides for safe drainage in 
the event of water infiltration.

D.RAIN PATENTED SYSTEM

DESIGNED AND MANUFACTURED 

IN CANADA

For new construction or 
renovation, three options 
are available. The simplest 
is to rely directly on the 
window frame with a 
silicone joint. The addition 
of an aluminum trim (or 
jamb) is an option that 
adds an aesthetic touch to 
your home.

Straight finish with silicone seal

Finish with aluminum trim

Finish with window sill, trim and jamb

You can download the technical guide 
and a complete set of drawings and cross 
sections for your project, which you can find 
by clicking on the RESOURCES link on our 
website.

See back page for details.

50-YEAR WARRANTY 
For details visit beonstone.com/warranty50

Mechanical anchoring system 

•  Panels attach firmly

• Maximum stability

Coloured concrete

•  Will not discolour

• Colour remains intact even if the panel is damaged

Drainage and air flow

• Prevents excess humidity and mildew

•  An air space allows the wall to ventilate

• Prevents water infiltration from contact  
 with wall structure

Self-aligning and  
self-blocking system  

• Easy to install

• Structurally strong

Typical structure
of a standard 
outside wall

Insulation

OSB or plywood

Be.On Stone
panelized stone 
siding

Skeleton

Water barrier paper

Elastomeric  
membrane

There are no specific structural 
requirements. You can install the 
panels inside or outside directly 
on a partition wall or concrete 
foundation. If you wish, you can 
begin by installing compressed 
panels for better insulation.

Standard framed wall with sheeting

Standard framed wall with OSB or plywood

Standard framed wall  
with OSB or plywood and rigid insulation
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beonstone.com



Follow us

VISUALIZER TOOL
Create, dare, change, start again… 
in complete freedom!
beonstone.com/visualizer

BIG CONTEST: WIN UP TO $5000
Between April 1 and November 15, 2023, enter our contest and win a chance 
to have your renovations complete without spending a dime… or almost!
For more details visit beonstone.com/contest 

INSPIRATION
Let yourself be inspired by 
our gallery of projects
beonstone.com/inspirations

Tools available at beonstone.com


